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Sojourner Truth Radio: July 5th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Interview with Dorothy Height: Sojourner Truth brings you a rare interview with Dorothy Height. Dorothy Height was 
an American administrator, educator, and social activist. She was the President of the National Council of Negro Women 
for 40 years. In 1994 she was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom. She was awarded the Congressional Gold 
Medal in 2004.  Height advised American leaders including Eleanor Roosevelt and encouraged President Eisenhower to 
desegregate schools, and President Johnson to appoint African American women to positions in government. Height 
served on the President’s committee on the Employment of the Handicapped, the Status of Woman, and as consultant on 
African Affairs to the Sec. of State. Dorothy Height passed away in 2010. Shortly after Height's death, the U.S. Postal 
Service renamed D.C.'s former main post office the Dorothy I. Height Post Office. This honor makes Height the only 
African American woman to have a federal facility in Washington, D.C. named after her.

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 6th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Interview with Ramona Africa: Today on Sojourner Truth, we bring you our historic one-hour special with Ramona 
Africa. She is the sole survivor of the catastrophic residential bombing of the MOVE house by Philadelphia police in May 
1985. The bombing resulted in the deaths of 11 people, including five children. Ramona Africa has continued to work 
tirelessly as a spokesperson for MOVE, advocating for Black liberation and human rights, and the release of family 
members from prison.

Letters And Politics July 8th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min An Era of Rebellion: Urban Uprisings 1964-1972 Guest:  Elizabeth Hinton is associate professor of history and African 
American studies at Yale University and a professor of law at Yale Law School. The author of From the War on Poverty 
to the War on Crime,  and her latest, America on Fire: The Untold History of Police Violence and Black Rebellion Since 
the 1960s.

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 20th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Take Our Poverty Not Our Children  Today on Sojourner Truth we share excerpts from The National Welfare Rights and 
Peoples truth commission forum entitled: Take our Poverty not our Children.  This truth commission focuses on 
homelessness, housing rights and child welfare. The purpose of the Truth commission is a forum space to hear from 
people struggling for survival in order to show the reality in the U.S. and demonstrate the shared common denominator 
for all these human rights violations: they all could have been prevented.

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 21st 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Haitian Voices of Resistance  Today on Sojourner Truth we bring you excerpts from a recent webinar titled, Haitian 
Voices of Resistance Today. Listeners receive an update on the latest in the crisis in Haiti from organizers on the ground.  

Letters And Politics July 26th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Gerald Horne: A History of Counter-Revolutions  Guest:  Gerald Horne is John J. and Rebecca Moores Professor of 
African American History at the University of Houston. He has published more than three dozen books, including The 
Apocalypse of Settler Colonialism,  Jazz and Justice, and his latest, The Counter-Revolution of 1776: Slave Resistance 
and the Origins of the United States of America.

Letters And Politics July 27th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Vagina: A History  Guest: Rachel E. Gross is an award-winning science journalist and the author of the latest book 
Vagina Obscura: An Anatomical Voyage. She writes for BBC Future, the New York Times, and Scientific American.

Letters And Politics August 19th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Robin D. G. Kelley: A History of Black Radicalism  Guest: Robin D. G. Kelley is Distinguished Professor and Gary B. 
Nash Endowed Chair in U.S. History at UCLA.  He is author or co-editor of numerous award-winning books including 
Thelonious Monk: The Life and Times of an American Original (The Free Press, 2009); Yo’ Mama’s Disfunktional!: 
Fighting the Culture Wars in Urban America (Beacon Press, 1997); Race Rebels: Culture, Politics, and the Black 
Working Class (The Free Press, 1994), and Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination (Beacon Press, 2022) will 
be released next week to celebrate its Twenty Anniversary Edition.

Letters And Politics September 2nd 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Heterodoxy: The Secret Club that Sparked the Feminist Movement   Guest:  Joanna Scutts is a literary critic, historian, 
and author of The Extra Woman  and her latest, Hotbed: Bohemian Greenwich Village and the Secret Club that Sparked 
Modern Feminism .  Her writing appear in several outlets including the New York Times, Washington Post, New Yorker, 
and the Paris Review series Feminize Your Canon .

Letters And Politics September 8th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Dipo Faloyin on The Diversity of Africa  Guest:  Dipo Faloyin (@DipoFaloyin) is a senior editor at VICE, where he 
focuses on race, culture, and identity around the world. He is the author of the book Africa Is Not a Country: Notes on a 
Bright Continent.

Letters And Politics September 9th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Combating Anti-Asian Hate & A Conversation on Originalism  Combating Anti-Asian Hate  Guest: Annie Lee, Director 
of Policy for Chinese for Affirmative Action and member of The Stop AAPI Hate Coalition.  A Conversation on 
Originalism  Guest: Erwin Chemerinsky is dean of the University of California at Berkeley School of Law and author of 
the forthcoming book Worse Than Nothing: The Dangerous Fallacy of Originalism.
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Cultural Baggage July 6th 2022 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min Vivian McPeak is an American peace, social justice activist, cannabis rights activist, and musician. In Seattle, Washington. 
Mcpeak founded the Peace Heathens in 1988, a Seattle community action group. McPeak and Gary Cooke organized the 
first Seattle Hempfest in 1991, the 2-day event has grown to become the world's largest cannabis policy reform rally. 
McPeak, who is director of Hempfest, performed with the rock band Stickerbush in the 1980s.

Centuries of Lies July 6th 2022 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Part two of host Doug McVay's conversation with Judy Chang, Executive Director of the 
International Network of People Who Use Drugs (INPUD); plus, we talk with Tera Hurst, Executive Director of the 
Oregon Health Justice Recovery Alliance, about decriminalization of people who use drugs and Oregon’s Drug Addiction 
Treatment and Recovery Act.

Cultural Baggage July 13th 2022 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min Clay Conrad is author of Jury Nullifications - The Evolution of a Doctrine. Clay has been recogized for his legal acumen 
around the nation. He has made extensive continuing legal education presentations as well as presentations to civic and 
political associations across the country including in Virginia, California, Texas, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Utah and 
Washington D.C. He has been the guest of many radio talk shows.

Centuries of Lies July13th 2022 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Aligning drug policies with human rights. We hear from Elina Steinerte, Member of the 
UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention; Judy Chang, Executive Director of the International Network of People Who 
Use Drugs and Melissa Upreti, Chairperson of the UN Working Group on Discrimination Against Women and Girls. 
Plus, the California Assembly passes SB57, a measure to allow some municipalities in California to establish supervised 
consumption sites.

Cultural Baggage July 20th 2022 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min Guest is Kim Ogg, the District Attorney of Houston Texas. Topics include abortion, guns, Uvalde, her no marijuana 
arrest program and much more.

Centuries of Lies July 20th 2022 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Marcos, Duterte, the ICC, and the Philippine Drug War. We hear from Justine Balane, 
human rights activist in the Philippines; Ruben Carranza, International Center for Transitional Justice; human rights 
activist and former Italian Senator Marco Perduca; and David Borden, executive director of DRCNet and 
StopTheDrugWar.org.

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 26th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Police & Detention Center Accountability   Today on Sojourner Truth with guest host, Nana Gyamfi we bring you our 
coverage of How Cops Get Off, the new national groundbreaking campaign led by the Advancement Project National 
Office made more critical in light of the recent cases of police killings in the nation. After the George Floyd/Breanna 
Taylor summer uprisings, why is it still hard to hold Cops accountable?  We will also discuss new complaints of atrocities 
at Stewart ICE Detention Center in Georgia where more women and femmes keep coming forward alleging sexual abuse 
from medical personnel. What is being done to protect immigrant women from these abuses, particularly in a state where 
reproductive justice and body autonomy are under attack?

Cultural Baggage July 27th 2022 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min Dee-Dee Stout, author of Coming to Harm Reduction - Kicking and Screaming, holds a Master’s degree in Health 
Counseling from San Francisco State University, a program that she designed herself to meet her educational needs. She 
also holds a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology with a minor in Human Sexuality from the same University. Dee-Dee was a 
California Certified Alcohol and Drug Counselor, Level II (CADC-II) for 20 years, finally deciding that her devotion to 
what works - harm reduction - outweighed any need for the certification and so gave it up. She continues to be an active 
member of the international Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers

Centuries of Lies July 27th 2022 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Decriminalization and human rights. Brendan Minish, board member of Crain, an Irish 
organization that aims to combat misinformation around cannabis and advocates for drug law reform, harm reduction, and 
drug education, and Doctor Nuno Capaz, director of the Portuguese Dissuasion Commission, speak to the Joint 
Committee on Justice of Ireland’s parliament on an examination of the present approach to sanctions for possession of 
certain amounts of drugs for personal use; plus Richard Nininahazwe, Program Coordinator with the African Network of 
People who Use Drugs, and Rita Musa, National Secretary of the Drug Harm Reduction and Advocacy Network Nigeria, 
speaking on human rights violations against people who use drugs in sub-Saharan Africa.

Cultural Baggage August 3rd 2020 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min KPOV reporter in Bend Oregon, Tris "Tristone" is a cannabis grower and a long time puveryor of fine cannabis lotions, 
tinctures and other products now working for High Desery Pure. Topics include decrim, illegal grows, penalties and a 
comparison of Oregon to the hosts state of Texas.

Centuries of Lies August 3rd 2020 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Support Grows For Harm Reduction. The Connecticut General Assembly’s Joint Public 
Health Committee hears from Sam Rivera, Executive Director of OnPoint, the New York nonprofit that operates two 
supervised consumption sites in the city of New York.

Letters And Politics August 10th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Unprecedented FBI Search Warrant on Trump’s Mar-a-Lago  Marcy Wheeler is an independent journalist 
specializing in national security and civil liberties. Her writings can be found at emptywheel.net.  John Nichols is national 
affairs correspondent for The Nation Magazine.

Law, Punishment and Incarceration



Cultural Baggage August 10th 2020 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min Paul Armentano is Deputy Director of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws. Paul joins us for the 
half hour to discuss Russia sentence of 9 years behind bars for WNBA star Britteny Griner, CBD & THC snake oil, 
Senate bills in limbo, State politicians trying to circumvent cannabis votes, taxes, black market & more

Centuries of Lies August 10th 2020 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: California Senate Bill 57, sponsored by Sen. Scott Wiener, legislation that would allow 
some jurisdictions to authorize the establishment of supervised consumption sites, goes to the desk of Governor Gavin 
Newsom; the Senate Judiciary Committee hears from Dr. Malik Burnett about equitable marijuana legalization; and from 
Canada we hear from Rivka Kushner with CATIE about preventing, detecting, and treating hepatitis C.

Cultural Baggage August 17th 2020 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min John Walsh ,new report for the Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA) argues that the global drug prohibition 
regime and the 50-year-long U.S.-led “war on drugs” has not only had disastrous results across the world but are 
increasingly exacerbating other serious problems. These include violence, corruption, organized crime, forced 
displacement and migration as well as forest loss and climate change.

Centuries of Lies August 17th 2020 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: International Overdose Awareness Day is August 31. We talk with Haven Wheelock, 
Drug Users Health Services Program Supervisor at Outside In in Portland, Oregon. Plus, we hear from Professor Leo 
Beletsky with Northeastern University School of Law and the Health In Justice Action Lab and Professor Valarie Blake 
with the West Virginia University School of Law about syringe services programs and the Americans with Disabilities 
Act.

Cultural Baggage August 24th 2020 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min John Walsh, news report for the Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA) . Mr. Walsh has testified before 
Congress and published extensively on the need to reassess drug policy goals, strategies, and indicators. His analyses 
have underscored the limits of supply-oriented drug policies and the extensive damage they cause. PT II

Centuries of Lies August 24th 2020 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Cost barriers and naloxone availability – a conversation with Evan Peet, PhD, an 
economist at the RAND Corporation, a professor at Pardee RAND Graduate School, and one of the co-authors of an 
article published August 19 in JAMA Health Forum entitled “Trends in Out-of-Pocket Costs for Naloxone by Drug 
Brand and Payer in the US, 2010-2018.”

Letters And Politics August 26th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Failure to Appear: Resistance, Identity and Loss   Guest: Emily L. Quint Freeman, author of Failure to Appear: 
Resistance, Identity and Loss .  In 1969 in Chicago Emily L Quint Freemen broke into a military draft board office and 
destroyed 40 thousand draft records–potentially saving the lives of many men who would may have otherwise been 
drafted to serve in Vietnam. The act forced her an underground life as a fugitive for two decades. It’s a remarkable story 
full of danger, love, freedom and loss.

Cultural Baggage August 31st 2020 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min Howard Wooldridge of Frederick, MD: retired police detective is our guest. Howard is a co-founder of Law Enforcement 
Against Prohibition (www.leap.cc), He is a full-time advocate since 2006 in Washington, DC as the police voice in 
opposition to drug prohibition. Topics incllude drug war violence, overdose, international progress and slow advance of 
decrim and legalization.

Centuries of Lies August 31st 2020 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Undoing Drugs Pt 1 - A conversation with award-winning journalist and best-selling 
author Maia Szalavitz whose most recent book Undoing Drugs: The Untold Story of Harm Reduction and the Future of 
Addiction has just been released in paperback.

Cultural Baggage September 7th 2020 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min Greg Denham is a retired senior sergeant of Victoria police and the Australian representative for the US-based agency 
Law Enforcement Action Partnership. Greg had a major article in the Guardian last week: "The rising appetite for 
powerful drugs like fentanyl is a direct result of Australia’s failing prohibition policies Tough questions must be asked 
about laws that perpetuate the myth that the war on drugs is winnable through prohibition Given our failure to learn the 
lessons of the past, the policy response to the fentanyl crisis is predictable. We will no doubt hear from politicians and law 
enforcement demanding more police, more invasive powers, tougher laws and longer jail sentences. The problem is, 
we’ve been taking this approach for more than 50 years and yet we know that drug seizures have little impact on drug 
availability. Despite what police and politicians tell us, drug prohibition, like alcohol prohibition, has failed." +++ DTN 
Editorial: Prohibition is Evil

Centuries of Lies September 7th 2020 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Undoing Drugs Pt 2 - A conversation with award-winning journalist and best-selling 
author Maia Szalavitz whose most recent book Undoing Drugs: The Untold Story of Harm Reduction and the Future of 
Addiction has just been released in paperback. Plus, an update from Eris Nyx with the Drug User Liberation Front and 
Dylan Griffith with Kootenay Insurrection for Safe Supply on safe supply efforts up in Canada.

Cultural Baggage September 14th 2020 3:00 - 3:30 PM CT TRT 28 Min Roger Goodman is a state Representative based in Seattle Washington. Roger is a strong proponent of harm reduction and 
even legalization of all drugs. Roger ranks as one of the most effective and prolific legislators in the United States. Roger 
is the main guest on Cultural Baggage



Centuries of Lies September 14th 2020 3:30 - 4:00 PM CT TRT 28 Min This week on Century of Lies: Debunking Myths About Meth - Part one of my interview with Claire Zagorski, a harm 
reduction activist, paramedic, graduate research assistant in translational science at the University of Texas College of 
Pharmacy, and adjunct faculty at the Pharmacotherapy Education and Research Center at UT Health Science Center at San 
Antonio. Her article ““New Meth” Is Nothing to Fear. It Isn’t New. It’s Just Meth.” was published Sept. 1 at Filter 
Magazine. Plus, the third part of my conversation with award-winning journalist and best-selling author Maia Szalavitz

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 7th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Black health update, superfund site future & the Legacy of A Garage Band   Today on Sojourner Truth Radio, we 
continue with a focus on Black health and wellness. Discussing present day and historic challenges, our guest is Dr. 
Chandra Ford Founding Director of the Center for the Study of Racism, Social Justice and Health at the UCLA Fielding 
School of Public Health.  And for our Weekly Earth Watch, environmentalist Dawn Chapman--co-founder of the 
grassroots group Just Moms STL (Just Moms St. Louis) joins us to discuss the latest on the toxic West Lake Landfill 
Superfund Site based in St Louis Missouri. Dawn lives within miles of the site and today she will share with us what the 
site is, its impact on her community, what the federal government has done thus far and the ongoing demands of 
campaigners to clean up the site.  Finally, playwright, and Chicano movement activist David Trujillo joins us to discuss 
his latest play Legacy of a Garage Band.

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 12th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Interview with Dr. Clifford Trafzer   Today on Sojourner Truth our guest is PhD Dr. Clifford Trafzer who is one of few 
social scientists studying Native American land preservation and its relevance in the midst of today's pressing climate 
crisis.   Host Margaret Prescod and Dr. Trafzer unpack the connection between oral and cultural traditions for Native 
American tribes from the Southern deserts of California and the pros and cons of its perception in academia.  

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 15th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Climate Crisis: hosted by Poor People Campaign California  Today on Sojourner Truth: we bring you audio from a 
webinar on the climate crisis, hosted by the Policy and Education Working Group of the California Poor Peoples 
Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival. The webinars speakers help us better understand the nature of this crisis 
while providing critical insight into ways Indigenous communities and people of color are especially impacted. During 
today's show, you will hear from: Tom Goldtooth who will speak about his experience at the COP26 conference, Chair of 
the Indigenous Environmental Network; William Barber III with the Climate Reality Project; Jacqueline Patterson, Chair 
of the Chisholm Legacy Project; and Josiah Edwards with the Sunrise Movement.

Letters And Politics July 15th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The B.A.5 Omicron Variant & The Rise of Monkeypox.  Guest:  Maureen Ferran is Associate Professor of Molecular 
Biology and virologist at Rochester Institute of Technology in New York State.

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 22nd 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Caring for People and Planet  Today on Sojourner Truth we focus on the inter-relationship between caregiving and 
environmental protection. Family, unwaged caregivers " most of whom are women, including mothers and grandmothers" 
and the most impoverished women on welfare provide care for relatives, children, the elderly and persons with 
disabilities. Caregivers are expected to pick up the slack without any acknowledgement of the value or resources for their 
work. The International Labor Office has estimated that women do two-thirds of the world's work for five percent of the 
income. And according to a report released by Oxfam in January 2020, women around the world perform 12.5 billion 
hours of unpaid labor every day. Overall, the work of unwaged caregivers has been estimated to contribute at least $11 
trillion to the global economy, according to a Human Development Report.  Meanwhile, Indigenous peoples who are 
protecting the forests and natural farmers around the world are showing the way amid the ongoing climate crisis. Many of 
them are unwaged caregivers, who are providing both for people and the environment. They point out that in order to 
address the main cause of the climate crisis, we must transform our relationship with the natural world, beginning with 
agriculture. The interaction of soil, water and sun generates the water cycle on which the climate and all life depend. This 
forms part of the broader soil regeneration movement, which can help to reverse climate change by rebuilding soil organic 
matter and restoring degraded soil biodiversity " resulting in both carbon drawdown and improving the water cycle. 
Imagine a world where unwaged caregivers would be compensated for regenerating our soul and protecting our planet, 
instead of money going to governments and corporations.  During today's show, we bring you audio from a recent 
webinar hosted by the Global Women's Strike, titled Care Income for People and Planet: Why Our Future Lies in the Soil. 
We hear from speakers around the world, helping us better understand the interconnections between the movement for the 
rights of unwaged caregivers, and the need to protect our environment through progressive new methods, such as soil 
regeneration.

Letters And Politics July 28th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Recreating Nature & Saving the Planet at Home  Guest: Douglas W. Tallamy is a professor in the Department of 
Entomology and Wildlife Ecology at the University of Delaware. His book Bringing Nature Home was awarded the 2008 
Silver Medal by the Garden Writers’ Association. He is also the author of two New York Times bestsellers: The Living 
Landscape and Nature’s Best Hope.  His latest book is The Nature of Oaks.

Health Issues/Environment



Sojourner Truth Radio: August 2nd 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Hoodwinked in the Hothouse Part. 3 Today, on Sojourner Truth we are bringing you a special broadcast on the 
environment: Part 3 of Hoodwinked in the Hothouse: Would Build Back Better Burn Billions? This is the third panel of a 
series that builds on the momentum created by the most recent report on the impact of climate change on indigenous and 
frontline communities titled, Hoodwinked in the Hothouse (Third Edition) : Resist False Solutions to Climate Change. As 
part of President Bidens infrastructure plan, federal and state governments are providing billions in so-called climate 
subsidies, policy incentives and tax breaks to dangerous and dirty energy industries. These include: biomass and waste 
incinerators; nuclear power, and carbon capture and storage (CCS) infrastructure for fossil-fuel facilities; frontline and 
environmental justice communities are facing increased pollution burdens and toxic threats.  Today’s panel discussion 
highlights emergent threats of climate false solutions across U.S. federal and state policy landscapes. Panelists are 
community campaigners, community leaders, researchers, and frontline organizations who are fighting the myths 
associated with carbon capture and storage, nuclear, hydrogen, biofuels and waste incineration. Along with debunking 
what they see as false climate crisis solutions, they also highlight inspiring stories of success led by environmental justice 
communities.  They point out that to effectively move money away from dangerous policy directions and towards real 
climate justice solutions, coalition building is needed amongst national green groups, labor unions, climate philanthropy, 
and policymakers who should work with frontline communities in opposing these schemes.

Sojourner Truth Radio: August 3rd 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Hoodwinked in the Hothouse Part 4 Today on Sojourner Truth, we are bringing you a special broadcast on the 
environment: Part 4 of Hoodwinked in the Hothouse series: Greenwashing Disaster Capital.  This is the fourth panel of a 
series that builds on the momentum created by the most recent report titled: HOODWINKED IN THE HOTHOUSE 
(THIRD EDITION): RESIST FALSE SOLUTIONS TO CLIMATE CHANGE.  Moderated by Tom Goldtooth of the 
Indigenous Environmental Network and co-organized by the Hoodwinked Collaborative and The New School.  As part 
of President Biden's infrastructure plan, federal and state governments are providing billions in so-called climate 
subsidies, policy incentives and tax breaks to dangerous and dirty energy industries. These include: biomass and waste 
incinerators; nuclear power, and carbon capture and storage (CCS) infrastructure for fossil-fuel facilities. The direct 
impact is to frontline and environmental justice communities who are facing increased pollution burdens and toxic threats.  
In part 4 the speakers examine and present data for how movement concepts, narratives and knowledge are co-opted to 
promote a corporate agenda.  Today’s panel discussion highlights emergent threats of climate false solutions across U.S. 
federal and state policy landscapes. Panelists are community campaigners, community leaders, researchers, and frontline 
organizations who are fighting the myths associated with carbon capture and storage, nuclear, hydrogen, biofuels and 
waste incineration. Along with debunking what they see as false climate crisis solutions, they also highlight inspiring 
stories of success led by environmental justice communities.  They point out that to effectively move money away from 
dangerous policy directions and towards real climate justice solutions, coalition building is needed amongst national green 
groups, labor unions, climate philanthropy, and policymakers who should work with frontline communities in opposing 
these schemes.

Sojourner Truth Radio: August 9th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Eagle and the Condor  Sojourner Truth Radio presents a discussion on the documentary film The Eagle & the Condor 
by Directors Clement and Sofie Guerra. The film takes an in depth look at the extractive fossil fuel industries and their 
devastating impact in the verdant jungles of the Peruvian and Ecuadorian Amazon" as well as the first nations 
communities in Canada and Oklahoma" while documenting the indigenous land consent response in defense vs extractive 
policies behind the present environmental devastation. 

Letters And Politics August 31st 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min An Anatomy of a Marine Die-off in the SF Bay & At Home on an Unruly Planet  Part I. An Anatomy of a Marine Die-
off at the San Francisco Bay.   Guest:  Damon Tighe (@damontighe) is a Naturalist who documents wildlife in Lake 
Merritt.  Part II. At Home on an Unruly Planet: Finding Refuge on a Changed Earth   Guest: Madeline Ostrander  is a 
freelance environmental journalist based in Seattle and the author of At Home on an Unruly Planet: Finding Refuge on a 
Changed Earth.  Her her latest article in the Nation Magazine is In the Era of Climate Migration, What Will “Home” 
Mean?  You can cling to home as property—fight for yourself and your own financial gain. Or you can love a home and 
belong to it—and defend community, place, and planet.

Sojourner Truth Radio: September 7th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Today on Sojourner Truth: We speak to a round panel of seven farmers and environmentalists based in Southern Illinois 
to discuss the detrimental impacts of climate change and agro farming on the ecosystems and small-scale farming

Sojourner Truth Radio: September 8th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Today on Sojourner Truth: We continue with Volume 2 of our Conversations in Illinois series with our guest for the 
hour, farmer Clint Hisey who recounts odd jobs he has had to take for survival while understanding their impact on the 
land and the depletion of nutrients on the soil.  

Sojourner Truth Radio: September 9th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Today on Sojourner Truth:   We continue our Conversations in Southern Illinois series with our guests, environmentalists 
Sam Stearns and John Wallace who will fill us on in their ongoing work to preserve Shawnee National Forest and other 
preservation work taking place in rural Illinois. 



Arab Voices Radio July 6th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min The nature of democracy and human rights in Israel” by Gideon Levy The Washington Report on Middle East 
Affairs, and the Institute for Research: Middle Eastern Policy, co-hosted their annual Israel Lobby Conference on March 
4, 2022. The 2022 Transcending the Israel Lobby at Home & Abroad conference brought together people from across the 
country and the world to critically assess the pro-Israel lobby and the U.S. government's unflinching support for Israel. 
There were several incredible speeches given by activists, artists, journalists, lawyers, politicians, and others. In this 
episode of Arab Voices (#1,016), we will air the keynote remarks delivered by Gideon Levy on the topic “The nature of 
democracy and human rights in Israel”. In his keynote speech he discusses the nature of democracy in Israel, 
questions about human rights, the occupation and apartheid, his views on the trajectory of Israeli and U.S. news media 
and how both could improve their reporting, the war on Ukraine and the way Israel had dealt with it, and more. Gideon 
Levy is a columnist for the Israeli daily Haaretz , which he joined in 1982. He spent four years as the newspaper’s deputy 
editor and is currently a member of its editorial board. He is widely considered the “dean” of Israeli journalism—as well 
as “the most hated man in Israel.” As Levy has written, “Treating the Palestinians as victims and the crimes perpetrated 
against them as crimes is considered treasonous.” Levy writes the weekly Twilight Zone feature, which covers the Israeli 
occupation in the West Bank and Gaza over the last 30 years, as well as political editorials for the newspaper. His 
columns about politics, money, how Israel's military occupation is changing Israeli society and about U.S.-Israel relations 
are widely read and discussed around the world. Levy was the recipient, with Palestinian pastor Mitri Raheb, of the 2016 
Olof Palme Prize for their “fight against occupation and violence.” He has also received the Peace Through Media Award, 
at the 2012 International Media Awards; the Euro-Med Journalist Prize for 2008; the Leipzig Freedom Prize in 2001; the 
Israeli Journalists’ Union Prize in 1997; and The Association of Human Rights in Israel Award for 1996. His book, Te 
Punishment of Gaza, was published in 2010.

Arab Voices Radio July13th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min 1st Segment: Elena Korbut on "Building Bridges to Counter Islamophobia" series Interview with Elena Korbut, 
Executive Director of Partnership for the Advancement and Immersion of Refugees (PAIR) about "Building Bridges to 
Counter Islamophobia" series, which will include Battery Dance’s signature Dancing to Connect program for youth and 
spoken word and dance performances. The Dancing to Connect initiative engages participants in creativity and team 
building, using the art form of dance as a tool for building social cohesion and resolving conflict throughout the 
world. Up to 100 youth, ages 14-19, will be invited to participate in the summer dance workshop. PAIR program 
students, refugees resettled in Houston from countries around the world, will make up 50% of the participants. The 
remaining participants will be drawn from a cross-section of the broader Houston community. 2nd Segment: Reverend 
Dr. Fahed Abu-Akel on the historic Presbyterian Church (USA) vote labeling Israel an Apartheid State  
Interview with Reverend Dr. Fahed Abu-Akel about the historic vote by the Presbyterian Church (USA) on July 8, 2022, 
declaring Israel an Apartheid state, and much more.The Reverend Dr. Fahed Abu-Akel is a Presbyterian Minister from 
Atlanta, Georgia, and currently serves as a member of the Holy Land Christian Ecumenical Foundation Advisory Board 
and a member of the Board of Trustees for the Palestinian Christian Alliance for Peace. He has served the Presbyterian 
Church in numerous executive capacities including Moderator of its 214th General Assembly, General Assembly 
Commissioner, board member of the National Middle Eastern Ministries Committee, and member of the Outreach, 
Christian Education, and Peacemaking Committees of the Presbytery of Greater Atlanta. The revered Dr. Fahed Abu-Akel 
has a Doctor of Ministry from the McCormick Theological Seminary. He speaks all over the USA about his journey as a 
Palestinian Arab Christian from Galilee. He also received numerous awards and recognitions for his work over the years.

Arab Voices Radio July 20th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min 1st Segment: President Biden's visit to Occupied Palestine and Saudi Arabia  Arab Voices commentary on the 
recent visit by President Biden to the Middle East, his unconditional love and support for Apartheid Israel regardless of its 
war crimes and daily atrocities against the Palestinian people and its murder of civilians including Palestinian-American 
journalist Shireen Abu-Akleh, his love for Zionism, and a history of Biden's remarks over the years about Israel and 
Zionism, and the one thing that might be good about his recent visit!  2nd Segment: Interview with Ruba Sawaya, 
President of the Houston Palestine Film Festival  We will talk about the festival, its importance, and the lineup of films 
at this year's Houston Palestine Film Festival.  3rd Segment: "Are U.S. news organizations getting better or worse in 
their Middle East reporting?" by Sut Jhally, professor of communication at the University of Massachusetts Amherst, 
and the founder and executive director of the Media Education Foundation. He delivered those remarks at the annual 2022 
Israel Lobby Conference held at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C. on March 4, 2022, co-hosted by The 
Washington Report on Middle East Affairs, and the Institute for Research: Middle Eastern Policy.

Middle East/War and Peace



Arab Voices Radio July 27th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min The Belmarsh Tribunal: The War On Terror is Put on Trial  In this episode of Arab Voices (# 1,019), we will air 
some of the remarks delivered at the Belmarsh Tribunal: The War On Terror is Put on Trial. Just after the bombshell 
revelations about the CIA plot to kidnap and assassinate WikiLeaks publisher Julian Assange while he sought political 
asylum in the Ecuadorian Embassy in London, Progressive International organized the first physical Belmarsh Tribunal in 
London, UK. The Tribunal was held in October 2021 to put the U.S. on trial for its war crimes, and to demand justice for 
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, who faces 175 years in prison if extradited to the U.S. and convicted of violations of 
the Espionage Act.  The tribunal included many remarks from over 20 distinguished speakers, and in this episode of Arab 
Voices, we will air what some of the speakers had to say including remarks of Tariq Ali, Historian and original member 
of The Russell-Sartre Tribunal, Selay Ghaffar, Spokesperson for the Solidarity Party of Afghanistan, Jeremy Corbyn, 
Member of UK Parliament and Founder of the Peace and Justice Project, Eyal Weizman, Director of Forensic 
Architecture and Professor of Spatial and Visual Cultures at Goldsmiths, Ozlem Demirel, Member of European 
Parliament, Daniel Ellsberg, Whistleblower, Pentagon Papers, Stella Moris, Partner of Julian Assange and member of his 
defense team, Ben Wizner, American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), Lead attorney of Edward Snowden, and Edward 
Snowden, Whistleblower.  They spoke about many issues, including Julian Assange, WikiLeaks, the CIA plot to kidnap 
and assassinate Assange, wars and war crimes, the "war on terror", the war on Iraq, the war on Afghanistan, drone 
strikes, and more.

Arab Voices Radio August 3rd 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Shireen Abu Akleh’s Family & Congressional Representatives calling for Independent Investigation, Justice, 
and Accountability  In this episode of Arab Voices (# 1,020), we will air the remarks of several members of Shireen 
Abu Akleh’s family, as well as the remarks of several congressional representatives and senators, delivered at a press 
conference held in Washington, D.C. on July 28, 2022. Shireen Abu Akleh, a prominent Palestinian-American Journalist 
who worked for Al Jazeera TV Channel, was assassinated by Apartheid Israel on May 11, 2022.  Shireen Abu Akleh’s 
family has been calling for an independent investigation, justice, and accountability into Shireen’s assassination.  The 
remarks we will air in this episode are from Diana Buttu, Palestinian analyst, former legal advisor to the Palestine 
Liberation Organization, and Policy Advisor to Al-Shabaka: The Palestinian Policy Network, who was with Shireen Abu 
Akleh’s family in Washington D.C., Victor Abu Akleh, Shireen’s nephew, Tony Abu Akleh, Shireen’s brother, Lina 
Abu Akleh, Shireen’s niece, Congressman Andre Carson (Indiana) who is introducing legislation requiring an 
investigation into the assassination of Shireen Abu Akeleh, Congresswoman Rashida 
Tlaib (Michigan), Congresswoman Betty McCollum (Minnesota), Congresswoman Ayanna 
Pressley (Massachusetts), Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (New York), Congresswoman Marie 
Newman (Illinois), Congresswoman Ilhan Omar (Minnesota), and Gypsy Guillén Kaiser, Advocacy and 
Communications Director for the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ). We will also listen to statements read at the 
press conference from Congressman Cori Bush (Missouri), Senator Chris Van Hollen (Maryland), and Senator 
Jeffrey Merkley (Oregon).

Arab Voices Radio August 10th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min The latest Israeli Attack on the Gaza Strip  In this episode of Arab Voices (# 1,021), our topic will be the latest Israeli 
attack on the besieged Gaza Strip, and the occupied West Bank.  We will air portions of an interview Amy Goodman of 
Democracy Now! conducted on August 8, 2022, with Issam Adwan, Gaza-based Journalist, Activist, and Researcher, 
and also share with you the remarks of Issam Younis, Director for Al-Mezan Center for Human Rights in Gaza and the 
Head of the Independent Commission for Human Rights of Palestine, delivered at a special session of the United Nations 
Human Rights Council on the grave human rights situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. In addition, I will air the 
remarks delivered at the United Nations Security Council on August 8, 2022, by Dr. Riyad Mansour, Ambassador and 
Permanent Observer of Palestine to the United Nations. I will also air the remarks of Professor Rashid Khalidi delivered 
at the United Nations Security Council last year on the steps necessary to implement United Nations resolutions and 
provide peace and security for all in Palestine. 

Arab Voices Radio August 17th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Rallies in Support of Palestine and against Israeli War Crimes  In this episode of Arab Voices (# 1,022), we will 
continue to talk about the latest Israeli war crime and its killing spree against Palestinians, including children.  People 
throughout the world were outraged at the latest Israeli war crime and its ongoing murder of Palestinians including many 
children, especially with no accountability or anyone to suppress and prevent its criminal behavior.  We will air some of 
the remarks delivered at rallies held in different cities in the United States, including Houston, Chicago, and New York, in 
support of Palestine and against the Israeli war crimes. We will listen to Danya Murad with Palestinian Youth 
Movement, Mohammed Nabulsi with the Palestinian Youth Movement and the Palestinian American Cultural 
Center, Tiffany with Malaya Movement Texas, Palestinian Youth Movement Chicago, Rabbi Yisroel Dovid Weiss with 
Neturei Karta International, Nazek Sankari with the U.S. Palestinian Community Network, Salaam Khater with 
Students for Justice in Palestine Chicago, Tarek Khalil with the American Muslims for Palestine (AMP-Chicago), 
and Kobi Guillory with the Chicago Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression.



Arab Voices Radio August 24th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Interview with Aseel AlBajeh (in Ramallah) on the Closure of Palestinian Civil Society Organizations by 
Apartheid Israel  In this episode of Arab Voices (# 1,023), I will interview Aseel AlBajeh, Legal Researcher and 
Advocacy Officer at Al-Haq organization in occupied Palestine. Al-Haq is one of six organizations Apartheid Israel had 
labeled as “terrorist" organization in 2021, and a few days ago, on August 18, 2022, Israeli occupation forces stormed the 
offices of the six Palestinian civil rights organizations, Al-Haq, Addameer, the Bisan Center for Research and 
Development, Defence for Children International-Palestine, Union of Agricultural Workers Committees (UAWC), and 
the Union of Palestinian Women’s Committees (UPWC). The IOF also raided the offices of the Health Workers 
Committees. Israeli occupation forces ransacked the offices, stole documents and equipment from them, and welded their 
doors shut in an attempt to shut them down and prevent them from doing any work.  I will speak with Aseel about the 
Israeli designation of the six Palestinian groups as "terrorist" groups, the Israeli closure of their offices in the occupied 
West Bank, the Israeli threats to arrest and imprison the organizations' staff, the reaction to the Israeli actions from various 
organizations and governments, actions that must be taken urgently, and more.  We will also listen to statements 
from Shawan Jabarin, General Director of Al-Haq, Sahar Francis, General Director of Addameer Prisoner Support 
and Human Rights Association, Farhan Haq, UN Spokesperson, and US Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib

Arab Voices Radio August 31st 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min The Invention of Sectarianism in the Modern Middle East" by Ussama Makdisi  The Center for the Middle East at 
Rice University’s Baker Institute for Public Policy held an event titled The Invention of Sectarianism in the Modern 
Middle East on September 20, 2017. The speaker was Ussama Makdisi, Professor of History and the first holder of the 
Arab-American Educational Foundation Chair of Arab Studies at Rice University. In this episode of Arab Voices 
(#1,024), we will air that lecture.  Professor Makdisi is the author of Age of Coexistence: The Ecumenical Frame and the 
Making of the Modern Arab World. His previous books include Faith Misplaced: the Broken Promise of U.S.-Arab 
Relations, 1820-2001, Artillery of Heaven: American Missionaries and the Failed Conversion of the Middle East, which 
was the winner of the 2008 Albert Hourani Book Award from the Middle East Studies Association, the 2009 John Hope 
Franklin Prize of the American Studies Association, and a co-winner of the 2009 British-Kuwait Friendship Society 
Book Prize given by the British Society for Middle Eastern Studies. Makdisi is also the author of The Culture of 
Sectarianism: Community, History, and Violence in Nineteenth-Century Ottoman Lebanon and co-editor of Memory and 
Violence in the Middle East and North Africa. He has published widely on Ottoman and Arab history as well as on U.S.-
Arab relations and U.S. missionary work in the Middle East. Among his major articles are Anti-Americanism in the Arab 
World: An Interpretation of Brief History which appeared in the Journal of American History and Ottoman Orientalism 
and Reclaiming the Land of the Bible: Missionaries, Secularism, and Evangelical Modernity both of which appeared in the 
American Historical Review. Professor Makdisi has also published in the International Journal of Middle East Studies, 
Comparative Studies in Society and History, and in the Middle East Report. Professor Makdisi is now working on a 
manuscript on the origins of sectarianism in the modern Middle East to be published by the University of California 
Press. In 2012-2013, Makdisi was an invited Resident Fellow at the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin (Institute for 
Advanced Study, Berlin). In April 2009, the Carnegie Corporation named Makdisi a 2009 Carnegie Scholar as part of its 
effort to promote original scholarship regarding Muslim societies and communities, both in the United States and abroad. 



Arab Voices Radio September 7th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min 1st Segment: Lina Abu Akleh's Remarks (accepting an award honoring Shireen Abu Akleh)  On August 31, 
2022, The National Press Club in Washington, D.C., held its annual Journalism Awards Dinner and presented Shireen 
Abu Akleh’s niece, Lina Abu Akleh with the 2022 National Press Club President’s Award in her honor. In this episode 
of Arab Voices, we will air Lina's brief remarks at that event.  On September 5, 2022, Apartheid Israel released a 
statement on its findings ab1st Segment: Lina Abu Akleh's Remarks (accepting an award honoring Shireen Abu Akleh)  
On August 31, 2022, The National Press Club in Washington, D.C., held its annual Journalism Awards Dinner and 
presented Shireen Abu Akleh’s niece, Lina Abu Akleh with the 2022 National Press Club President’s Award in her 
honor. In this episode of Arab Voices, we will air Lina's brief remarks at that event.  On September 5, 2022, Apartheid 
Israel released a statement on its findings about the assassination of Shireen Abu Akleh, the Palestinian-American 
Journalist who was murdered by Israel in May 2022. In that statement, Israel said there is a ‘high possibility’ its army 
killed Shireen Abu Akleh, and also said it will not launch a criminal investigation into that killing. Shireen Abu Akleh’s 
family released a statement saying “As expected, Israel has refused to take responsibility for murdering Shireen. Our 
family is not surprised by this outcome since it’s obvious to anyone the Israeli war criminals cannot investigate their own 
crimes.” “We will continue to demand that the US government follow through with its stated commitments to 
accountability.”.  2nd Segment: Recorded Interview with Diana Buttu on the Oslo Accord  29 years ago this month, the 
Oslo Accord was signed between the Palestine Liberation Organization and Israel, an accord many thought was a good 
idea at that time, and some did not. In 2018, on the 25th anniversary of the signing of the Oslo Accord, Arab Voices 
interviewed Diana Buttu, analyst, and former legal advisor to the Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization 
(PLO). Diana Buttu also served as legal advisor to the PLO in its negotiations with Israel, and is a policy advisor to Al-
Shabaka: The Palestinian Policy Network. Diana is a lawyer specializing in negotiations, international law, and 
international human rights law, based in Ramallah, Palestine.  In this episode of Arab Voices, we will re-air that interview, 
in which we spoke with Diana about the failed Oslo Accord between the Palestine Liberation Organization and Israel, 
why it failed, the ongoing Israeli colonization of Palestine, the U.S. stance towards Palestine and its funding cuts to 
UNRWA, the Palestinian Authority, Palestinian hospitals in occupied East Jerusalem and other programs, the closure of 
the PLO office in Washington, and the move of the U.S. embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. 

Arab Voices Radio September 14th 2022 10:00 - 11:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min PACC Gala Remarks by Dr. Noura Erakat, Mazin Alkhadraa, and Mohammed Nabulsi  In this episode of Arab Voices (# 1,026), we 
will air some of the remarks delivered at the 10th Annual Palestinian American Cultural Center’s Gala held in Houston, Texas on September 
10, 2022, under the theme Reclaim, Return, Rebuild. We will air the remarks of the keynote speaker, Dr. Noura Erakat, author, human 
rights attorney, and associate professor at Rutgers University, as well as the remarks of Mazin Alkhadraa, President of the Palestinian 
American Cultural Center (PACC) speaking about the organization, its vision, activities, and future endeavors, including the efforts to create a 
physical Palestinian Center in Houston, and Mohammed Nabulsi, PACC Director of Advocacy & Education, speaking about the Mahmoud 
Darwish Scholarship and the upcoming Houston Palestinian Festival (Nov. 5-6, 2022).  The gala was very successful and well organized and 
had hundreds of attendees. During the gala, PACC honored Dr. Farouk Shami as a great Palestinian philanthropist and supporter of PACC 
over the years.  In addition to the remarkable speakers, the gala featured professional Dabke and Dance by Folkoholic Dance Theatre, and 
special music played on the Oud and Qanun by the talented brothers Muhammad and Hamzah Saadah. There was also artwork displayed by 
Hisam Nabulsi, a Palestinian-American artist and educator (through his artwork, Nabusli explores themes of movement, belonging, rhythm, 
authenticity, family, motherhood, and the struggle against oppression). There was also a photo gallery with incredible pictures and powerful 
Photo Essays by Hanan Awad, a Palestinian-American street photographer, whose photos have been exhibited around the world (Hanan's 
photos document the tragedy of the physical and cultural forced displacement of the Palestinians and narrate the story of Palestinian resilience 
& resistance against the colonialist occupation of Palestine). Fay Darzeh had a collection of traditional embroideries, decorations, antiques, and 
full traditional Palestinian clothing on display at the gala, and Mustafa Alatbash, a Palestinian Artist from Gaza, had handcrafted art on display 
that draws inspiration from the traditional architecture and heritage found in the historic cities and villages of his home country.  Keynote 
Address by Dr. Noura Erakat  The keynote address was delivered by Dr. Noura Erakat, a human rights attorney and an Associate Professor 
at Rutgers University, New Brunswick in the Department of Africana Studies and the Program in Criminal Justice. Her research interests 
include human rights law, humanitarian law, national security law, refugee law, social justice, and critical race theory. Noura is an editorial 
committee member of the Journal for Palestine Studies  and a co-Founding Editor of Jadaliyya , an electronic magazine on the Middle East 
that combines scholarly expertise and local knowledge. She is the author of Justice for Some: Law and in the Question of Palestine (Stanford 
University Press, 2019).  Dr. Erakat was introduced by Dr. Abdel Razzaq Takriti, the inaugural Arab-American Educational Foundation 
Chair in Modern Arab History and the Founding Director of the Arab-American Educational Foundation Center for Arab Studies at the 
University of Houston, who was introduced by Vivian Khalaf, the Mistress of ceremony.  In her keynote address, Dr. Noura Erakat talks about 
advocacy work in the US, using US laws to influence US Policy, mobilizing communities, grassroots efforts, social movements, working 
with other communities, solidarity movements in the US, Black Palestinian Solidarity, the militarization of US Police in their practices, 
Police training in Israel, how in 2016 a coalition of Blacks, Palestinians, and Jewish organizers in Durham, North Carolina, waged the only 



Queer Voices July 15th 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min LGBT rights with Equality Rights Advocates -- Legacy's HIV Fundraiser Mint JulepWe speak with folks from the Equal 
Rights Advocates about the threat to LGBT rights coming from the Supreme Court. Equality Rights Advocates works to 
solve our country’s most pressing challenges — poverty, violence, discrimination —by transforming our communities 
into places where every woman and girl can lead. They envision a world where work and school are guaranteed places of 
safety and promise; where every student can grow to their fullest potential; where all women have the economic security 
they need to care for themselves, their families, and their communities. Together, they’re building a world of true gender 
justice, where everyone has equal opportunity to thrive. GUEST: Kel O'Hara  https://www.equalrights.org/  Then, we 
speak with Timmy Martinez about the 20th annual Mint Julep, an HIV/AIDS fundraiser for Legacy Community Health. It 
takes place on July 17, 2022 at the White Oak Music Hall They’re celebrating 20 years of Mint Julep and its mission to 
raise funding for Legacy’s HIV/AIDS awareness, prevention, and treatment programs. Mint Julep will honor former 
CEO Katy Caldwell,Domenic Cusano,Felicia aka Scarlett St. John Co-Chairs Tony Bravo Cyndy Garza Roberts Ray 
Purser Honorary Co-Chairs Sonna Alton – Mint Julep co-founder & Ms. Mint Julep 2012 Robert Harwood – Mr. Mint 
Julep 2012 Keith Nappier aka Shy Anne – Mint Julep co-founder & Miss Mint Julep 2012 Emceed by Domenic Cusano 
& Ginger Grant / DJ’ed by DJ Chad Guidry Doors open at 2:30 p.m. and the show begins at 3 p.m.  In the tradition of 
Mint Julep, the show is free to attend.  GUESTS: Timmy Martinez https://www.legacycommunityhealth.org/mintjulep/

Queer Voices July 22nd 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Monkey Pox -- Gun Violence -- Off Broadway "Titanique"  We speak with the Houston Health Department about the 
rise of Monkeypox in the community. Monkeypox is a rare disease caused by infection with the monkeypox virus. 
Monkeypox virus belongs to the Orthopoxvirus genus in the family Poxviridae. The Orthopoxvirus genus also includes 
variola virus (which causes smallpox), vaccinia virus (used in the smallpox vaccine), and cowpox virus. Monkeypox is 
not related to chickenpox.  GUEST: Janine White  https://www.houstonhealth.org/services/disease-
prevention/monkeypox/about-monkeypox  We speak with Aimee Mobley Turney with the League of Women Voters anti-
gun violence committee. This is part of the movement of Americans fighting for public safety measures that can protect 
people from gun violence. They work to educate regarding stronger gun laws.  GUESTS: Aimee Mobley Turney  
www.lwvhouston.org Finally, we speak with former Houstonian Tye Blue about his show "Titanique".  When the music 
of Céline Dion makes sweet Canadian love with the eleven-time Oscar®-winning film Titanic, you get TITANIQUE, a 
musical celebration that turns one of the greatest love stories of all time into a hysterical and joyful slay-fest. Want to find 
out what really happened to Jack and Rose on that fateful night?  The story begins when Céline Dion hijacks a Titanic 
Museum tour and enchants the audience with her totally wild take, recharting the course of Titanic’s beloved moments and 
characters with her iconic song catalog.  Guest: Tye Blue https://titaniquemusical.com/

Queer Voices July 29th 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min LGBT film "Albatross" -- Reproductive Justice in Texas  We speak with Myles Yaksich, writer/director of the film 
"Albatross". A dark, dramatic thriller, "Albatross" examines the concept of self (identity, ethnicity and sexual-orientation) 
in the context of society, while illustrating the compromises individuals are willing to make to feel as though they belong. 
Two seemingly separate narratives, spanning some 30 years converge at a dinner party between two newly introduced 
couples in 1959 New England, revealing that the attendees know much more about one another than they first thought.  
GUEST: Myles Yaksich  https://www.albatrossthefilm.com/  Then we speak with Sam Romero about the state of 
reproductive justice in Texas. We talk her healthcare experience and what can be done going forward. We discuss her 
work with the West Fund and Abortion Funds. The National Network of Abortion Funds builds power with members to 
remove financial and logistical barriers to abortion access by centering people who have abortions and organizing at the 
intersections of racial, economic, and reproductive justice.  GUESTS: Sam Romero  https://abortionfunds.org/

LGBTQX Issues



Queer Voices August 5th 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Houston Chronicle Music Critic -- Women's Convention 2022 -- Queer Improv Jam (Station Theater)  We speak with 
Houston Chronicle Music Critic, Joey Guerra about the recently released album from Beyonce, "Renaissance". Joey 
Guerra is the music critic for the Houston Chronicle. He also covers various aspects of pop culture. He has reviewed 
hundreds of concerts and interviewed hundreds of celebrities, from Justin Bieber to Dolly Parton to Beyonce. He’s 
appeared as a regular correspondent on Fox26 and was head judge and director of the Pride Superstar singing competition 
for a decade. He has been named journalist of the year multiple times by both OutSmart Magazine and the FACE Awards. 
He also covers various aspects of pop culture, including the local drag scene and "RuPaul's Drag Race."  GUEST: Joey 
Guerra https://www.houstonchronicle.com/author/joey-guerra/  We speak with Rachel Carmona, executive director of the 
Women's March. We discuss the upcoming Women's Convention to be held on August 12-14th at the George R. Brown 
Convention Center. The Women’s Convention is a weekend of workshops, strategy sessions, inspiring forums, creative 
expression, and intersectional movement building. It will be a place where cause, community, and creativity intersect. We 
will provide a space where people can meet, share common interests, and engage on issues of civic engagement, 
accelerated by pop culture. We will engage activists by melding traditional organizing programming with non-traditional 
programming, including salons, art spaces, screenings, social programming, and women’s workforce development. This 
convention will leverage the power of culture shift through skilling up and storytelling to create an empowered space of 
feminist momentum. This event will mobilize and unite movements for gender justice, racial justice, LGBTQ rights, and 
environmental justice and bring thousands of participants to combine activism and creative expression among everyday 
people.  GUEST:Rachel Carmona  https://www.thewomensconvention.com/  Queer Improv Jam is an LGBTQIA+ 
improv jam for those who identify as QUEER, TRANS, LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, GENDERQUEER, and their 
allies!  This jam is 18+ and free of charge. All experience levels are welcome – no improv experience required. Please 
come as you are, that’s more than enough.  The Queer Improv Jam is a relaxed and non-intimidating event.  It is a safe 
space to explore queer identities and relationships onstage. They want this to be a fun place to meet new people, create, 
and explore together.  They’ll have a quick introduction to improv followed by some scenes onstage and a discussion at 
the end of the event.  GUESTS: Jessica Brown and Aaron Michaels  https://www.stationtheater.com

Queer Voices August 12th 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min "Shaking the Blue Flamingo"-- Kindred Spirits Fundraiser--Houston Women's Group We speak with Gwen Flager, 
writer of “Shakin’ the Blue Flamingo“. This is the story of older women who maneuvered and managed the social stigma 
and prejudice of their sexual identities.  They once ran naked across golf courses, ate plates of greasy fried chicken and 
survived whispered sorority scandals. Twenty years later, while organizing the first LGBTQ prom for the local high 
school seniors, these non-traditional women are spun to the brink when their successful sorority sister returns to town 
determined to romance the woman she has loved all of her life. Women of all shapes, sizes and flavors are invited to see 
their own likeness of and similarities to the women of Shakin’ the Blue Flamingo when Dirt Dogs UNLEASHED in 
association with Sweet Darlin’ Productions present Shakin’ the Blue Flamingo, written by Gwen Flager, directed by 
Bonnie Hewett at MATCH (Midtown Arts & Theater Center Houston), 3400 Main Street, Houston TX 77002. August 
12 – 20, 2022.  GUEST: Gwen Flager  https://sweetdarlinproductions.com/shakin-the-blue-flamingo/  Finally, we speak 
with Kennedy Loftin about the Kindred Spirits reunion dance and Decadent Desserts. Kindred Spirits returns With 500+ 
LGBTQ women and friends Dance the night away to your favorites songs from the 70s & 80s Elegant chandeliers & 
balconies overlooking Downtown. Kindred Spirits Dance takes place Saturday, August 27  7PM-Midnight VIP Decadent 
Desserts Reception  6-7PM The Ballroom at Bayou Place  500 Texas St Featuring DJ Lotus Inferno New! VIP Decadent 
Desserts Reception Like the AssistHers' Decadent Desserts event, the reception will feature delicious desserts from local 
LGBTQ chefs. A decadent spread of deliciousness, plus hosted wine & beer bar, 6-7PM.  GUEST: Kennedy Loftin  
https://secure.givelively.org/event/the-montrose-center/2022-kindred-spirits-dance-vip-decadent-desserts-reception  We 
speak with folks from the Houston Women’s group. The Houston Women's Group is a diverse multi-generational 
feminist group for all women, that has been meeting since 1975. Currently meets every Sunday at 10:30 a.m. via Zoom.  
In-person meetings, once they resume, will be at the First Unitarian Universalist Church, 5200 Fannin at Southmore 
Blvd., 3rd floor, room #302 (elevator accessible). We have a featured presenter and/or general discussion about our lives 
and current events. Each woman defines her own feminisms. After the group adjourns, those that choose to may gather at 
a nearby restaurant to enjoy a meal and further conversation.  Guest: Sharon Prince  
https://firstuu.org/2022/03/02/houstonwomensgroup/



Queer Voices August 19th 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Transgender Activist Phyllis Frye Book -- Tony's Place for Homeless Youth -- Houston Leather Family Event  We speak 
with the authors of a new book about Phyllis Frye, longtime Houston transgender activist. The book is entitled, “Phyllis 
Frye and the Fight for Transgender Rights” covers her early life, the discrimination she faced while struggling with her 
identity—including being discharged from the army and fired from a subsequent job at her alma mater, Texas A&M—her 
transition in 1976, her many years of activism, and her current position as an associate judge for the municipal courts of 
Houston. Then, we speak with subject of the book herself Phyllis Frye about her early activism and becoming Phyllis.  
GUESTS: Michael Long, Shea Tuttle and Phyllis Frye  https://www.amazon.com/Transgender-Centennial-Association-
Students-University/dp/1623499844  Then, we speak with Madonna Land, program director of Tony’s Place. Tony’s 
Place. Tony—along with his husband, Dr. Bruce Smith — was a pillar of the Houston community and a tireless advocate 
for numerous LGBTQ+ causes. Tony and Bruce were strong advocates for a drop-in center for LGBTQ+ young people. 
Tony’s dream became a reality with the opening of Tony’s Place. In 1983, Tony competed his Master’s in Social Work at 
the University of Houston and soon became one of Houston’s best-known gay psychotherapists. For 14 years, he was 
voted Houston’s “Gayest and Greatest” therapist by the readers of OutSmart Magazine.  GUESTS: MaDonna Land  
https://tonysplace.org/  And finally, we speak with Mark White, Mr. Houston Leather.  The Houston Leather Family 
Event, August 27th at Houston Resurrection Metropolitan Community Church  Join the 2020-2021 Houston Leather 
Family as they welcome in your 2022 Mr Houston Leather, 2022 Ms Houston Leather, and 2022 Bayou City Bootblack. 
Doors open at 5pm for games, food, entertainment, and free admission Guest: Mark White  
https://happeningnext.com/event/houston-texas-leather-family-contest-eid3a094xq881

Letters And Politics August 25th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min ACT UP NY: A History 1987-1993  Guest:  Sarah Schulman is a Distinguished Professor of Humanities at College of 
Queer Voices Audust 26th 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Brandon Woodruff Documentary -- OUTWORDS Project -- Galveston Pride  We speak with folks about the movie, "Texas 

Justice: Brandon Woodruff Big State, Small Town, No Justice". In October 2005 Texas prosecutors charged Brandon Dale 
Woodruff — then a 19-year-old freshman at Abilene Christian University — with murdering his parents Dennis and Norma. 
Unable to make the $1 million bail he sat in Hunt County Jail for more than three years awaiting trial. When the case finally 
was presented to a Greenville jury in northeast Texas the prosecution essentially posited during the 12-day trial that Brandon 
Woodruff was living a double life based on lies who ditched classes at ACU for gay adventures in wild Dallas. Faced with 
flunking out and returning home to a hick town the prosecutors argued that Brandon killed his disappointed parents for 
their life insurance so he would be free to pursue his gay life with carefree abandon. On March 20, 2009 the jury convicted 
Brandon Woodruff after only five hours of deliberation. The state earlier had waived the death penalty, and he 
automatically was sentenced to a life term behind bars.  GUESTS: Scott Poggensee, Richard Ray and Georges Detiveaux  
https://atuaproductions.com/film/brandon-woodruff/  Then, we speak with Mason Funk about the Outwords Project. 
OUTWORDS captures, preserves, and shares the stories of LGBTQIA2S+* elders, to build community and catalyze social 
change. OUTWORDS envisions a world where difference and diversity are respected and celebrated,everyone’s story is 
valued, and traditionally underrepresented stories are given prominence,the transformative power of sexual and gender 
authenticity is embraced anti-LGBTQIA2S+ fears, phobias, and traumas are acknowledged and healed  GUEST: Mason 
Funk  https://theoutwordsarchive.org/  And finally we speak with folks from Pride Galveston.  Pride Galveston is a 
registered nonprofit corporation founded and organized in Galveston, Texas. Pride Galveston incorporated on April 18, 
2018. Pride Galveston is operated under the direction of a board of directors that is committed to working for the betterment 
of the Galveston community.  Pride Galveston began in 2017 as Pride Galveston Beach Bash & Block Party, when Jamie 
Fuller-Waymire & Terry Fuller-Waymire decided a PRIDE festival would be a wonderful idea, as the island was lacking an 
event designed for the community. Pride Galveston has since ballooned into a three day celebration.  The purpose of Pride 
Galveston is to embrace diversity, instill pride, and celebrate unity, as well as recognize the contributions of the Gay, 
Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender community in the Galveston area. This shall be accomplished by raising visibility and 
promoting full human and civil rights via education, celebrations, and vast networking to the fullest extent allowed by the 



Queer Voices September 2nd 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Peter Von Kant film at MAFH -- Victory Fund President CEO Annise Parker -- Author/Influencer Jenny Block  We 
speak with Marcus Hu, a producer of the film Peter Von Kant now playing at the Museum of Fine Arts. Peter Von 
Kant—a retelling of Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s classic melodrama The Bitter Tears of Petra Von Kant—stars Denis 
Ménochet in the lead role and Isabelle Adjani as his actress muse, Sidonie. Peter Von Kant is a famous director (based on 
Fassbinder) who lives with and mistreats his assistant, Karl (Stefan Crepon). Through Sidonie, Von Kant meets and falls 
in love with Amir (Khalil Gharbia), a handsome young man of modest means, and offers to help Amir break into cinema. 
Hanna Schygulla, one of Fassbinder’s real-life muses, also appears in the film.  GUEST: Marcus Hu  
https://www.mfah.org/calendar/peter-von-kant  Then we speak with Annise Parker, CEO and President of the LGBTQ 
Victory Fund. We talk about the work being done to elect openly LGBTQ candidates into office. LGBTQ Victory Fund 
works to achieve and sustain equality by increasing the number of openly LGBTQ elected officials at all levels of 
government while ensuring they reflect the diversity of those they serve.  GUEST: Annise Parker  https://victoryfund.org/  
 Finally we speak with author/influencer Jenny Block about her writing including her latest book, "Being That Unicorn".  
Being That Unicorn means being the magnetic person that everyone in the room is drawn to. It means being honest and 
true to yourself every day, no matter what. When you are really, really good at being yourself, you’ll make other people 
feel really, really good about themselves, too. In Be That Unicorn, Jenny Block, author of several best sellers for women, 
shows you how to stop putting yourself down and start finding your magic.  GUEST: Jenny Block  
https://bethatunicorn.com

Queer Voices September 9th 2022 12:00 - 1:00 PM CT TRT 58 Min Film Loving Highsmith at MFAH -- Part 2 Phyllis Frye Retrospective  We speak with filmmaker about the film Loving 
Highsmith. Loving Highsmith is a unique look at the life of celebrated American author Patricia Highsmith based on her 
diaries and notebooks and the intimate reflections of her lovers, friends and family. Focusing on Highsmith’s quest for love 
and her troubled identity, the film sheds new light on her life and writing. Most of Highsmith’s novels were adapted for the 
big screen; the best known of these are Strangers on a Train and The Talented Mr. Ripley. Carol, a partly autobiographic 
novel, was the first lesbian story with a happy ending to be published in 1950s America. But Highsmith herself was forced 
to lead a double life and had to hide her vibrant love affairs from her family and the public. Only in her unpublished 
writings did she reflect on her private life. Excerpts from these notes voiced by Gwendoline Christie (Game of Thrones, Top 
of the Lake), beautifully interwoven with archive material of her and her most famous novel adaptions, create a vivid, 
touching portrait of one of the most fascinating female writers.  GUEST: Eva Vitija  https://www.mfah.org/calendar/loving-
highsmith  Then we continue our interview with Phyllis Frye about her activism and her beginnings in the community. We 
continue discussions that are discussed in the book about her, "Phyllis Frye and the Fight for Transgender Rights". The first 
openly transgender judge to be appointed in the United States, the first attorney to obtain corrected birth certificates for 
transgender people who had not undergone gender confirmation surgery, a survivor of conversion therapy, and author of a 
law review article that helped thousands of employers adopt supportive policies for their workers, Phyllis Frye is truly a 
pioneer in the fight for transgender rights.  Among her many accomplishments, Frye founded the first national organization 
devoted to shaping transgender law—the International Conference on Transgender Law and Employment Policy, which has 
since created a body of work that includes the International Bill of Gender Rights—trained a cadre of future trans activists, 
and built the first national movement for transgender legal and political rights.  Based on interviews with Frye, Phyllis Frye 
and the Fight for Transgender Rights covers her early life, the discrimination she faced while struggling with her 
identity—including being discharged from the army and fired from a subsequent job at her alma mater, Texas A&M—her 
transition in 1976, her many years of activism, and her current position as an associate judge for the municipal courts of 
Houston.  This gripping account of Frye’s efforts to establish and protect the constitutional rights of transgender individuals 
not only fills a gap in existing histories of LGBTQ+ activism but will also inform and instruct contemporary trans activists.  

Letters And Politics July 12th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Yanis Varoufakis: Today’s Economic Crisis Is Rooted In History.  Guest: Yanis Varoufakis is the co-founder of 
DiEM25 (Democracy in Europe Movement), former finance minister of Greece and author of several books including 
The Global Minotaur: America, Europe and the Future of the World Economy, Adults In the Room: My Battle with 
Europe’s Deep Establishment, Talking to My Daughter: A Brief History of Capitalism.  He is currently Professor of 
Economics at the University of Athens.

Letters And Politics July 14th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min People’s Park History and Struggle  Guest: Harvey Smith, public historian, educator, People’s Park Historic District 
Advocacy Group. He is the author of the book Berkeley and the New Deal.

Letters And Politics July 19th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min 19th-Century Eugenics Movement and its Relation to Immigration in America  Guest:  Daniel Okrent, author of The 
Guarded Gate: Bigotry, Eugenics, and the Laws That Kept Two Generations of Jews, Italians, and Other European 
Immigrants Out of America .

Letters And Politics July 20th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min How The Anti-Abortion Movement Radicalized The GOP  Guest: Mary Ziegler is a professor of law at UC Davis School 
of Law. She is one of the leading historians on the abortion debate and the author of several books including the award-
winning After Roe: The Lost History of the Abortion Debate; and her latest, Dollars for Life: The Anti-Abortion 
Movement and the Fall of the Republican Establishment.

Politics and History



Letters And Politics July 21st 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Vijay Prashad on Learning from Movements in History for Socialism  Guest: Vijay Prashad, is director of Tricontinental: 
Institute for Social Research. He is the author of the book The Struggle Makes Us Human: Learning from Movements for 
Socialism. He is the editor of Selected Ho Chi Minh. Previously he authored the renowned book The Darker Nations: A 
People’s History of the Third World.

Letters And Politics July 22nd 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Vijay Prashad on Ho Chi Minh  Guest: Vijay Prashad, director of the Tricontinental: Institute for Social Research. 
www.thetricontinental.org He is the author of the book The Struggle Makes Us Human: Learning from Movements for 
Socialism. He is the editor of Selected Ho Chi Minh. Previously he authored the renowned book The Darker Nations: A 
People’s History of the Third World.

Sojourner Truth Radio: July 27th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min History of Pacifica Radio  Today on Sojourner Truth as we celebrate the 63rd birthday of one of Pacifica Radio's stations, 
delving into the rich history of the PRA archives and its ties to our listener sponsored radio station model, the first of its 
kind. Host Margaret Prescod guides the listener through Pacifica radio history playing excerpts from an exclusive 
Sojourner Truth interview with Toni Morrison and Pacifica archival audio including the voices of Lena Horne, Patty 
Hearst, excerpts from KPFK's inaugural show and several other notable figures.  

Letters And Politics July 29th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Africa and the Making of the Modern World  Guest: Howard W. French is a professor of journalism at Columbia 
University and former New York Times bureau chief in the Caribbean and Central America, West and Central Africa, 
Tokyo, and Shanghai. He is the author of the book Born in Blackness: Africa, Africans, and the Making of the Modern 
World, 1471 to the Second World War.

Letters And Politics August 2nd 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Craig McNamara: A Heavy Place To Be…My Father A War Criminal  Guest: Craig McNamara is the author of the book 
about he and his father Robert McNamara called Because Our Fathers Lied: A Memoir of Truth and Family, from 
Vietnam to Today.

Letters And Politics August 3rd 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Politics and History of the Philippines  Guest: Luis H. Francia teaches at New York University. He is the author of 
many books of poetry, essays, and history, including A History of the Philippines: From Indios Bravos to Filipinos. He 
is an online columnist for the Philippine Daily Inquirer.  Luis H. Francia is the writer of the play The Strange Case of 
Citizen de la Cruz. Directed by Claro de los Reyes and Robert Thaxton-Stevenson.  The play is a satire on dictatorship in 
the Philippines.  It is being staged from Aug. 10-13 by The Atlantic Pacific Theatre. To watch online go to the Atlantic 
Pacific Theatre here.  About The Strange Case of Citizen de la Cruz  Set in an unspecified time in the Philippines, this 
political satire explores the phenomena of radical nationalism through the lens of Filipino politicians, house wives, military 
men, faith healers, and covert spies. A multidisciplinary, mixed-media production with elements of audience participation.

Sojourner Truth Radio: August 5th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min UFW farm workers march & memorializing Nichelle Nichols   Nichelle Nichols died of heart failure on Saturday July 30th 
in Silver City NM. She was 89 years old. Nichelle Nichols first appeared on Star Trek on Sept 8, 1966 as Lt. Nyota Uhura. 
She was one of the first Black women to have a leading role on TV according to the NYT. Star Trek was on TV from 1966 
to 1969, but the show remains popular and iconic and Nichelles Uhura remains beloved by fans all over the world. Nichelle 
appeared in 66 episodes of Star Trek.  According to the NYT, in 1977 she became an ambassador of sorts for NASA 
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration), she later spoke of her pride in recruiting the first Black and woman 
astronaut hopefuls. Her efforts resulted in over 2,600 women and people of color applicants. In 2012 she was a keynote 
speaker at the Goddard Space Center.  Our guest is Lawrence Ware, Co-director of Oklahoma State University African 
Studies Program and a contributing writer to Slate, the NYT, The Root. Commentary on race and politics have appeared in 
the Huffington Post Live, on NPR and TV One.  Without the labor of farm workers the food supply chain in CA the nation 
and countries the US is trading with would be interrupted. Immigrant farm workers make up an estimated 73% of 
agriculture workers in the United States today. Farm labor is absolutely essential work that puts food on our tables across the 
country, powers the economy and supports our communities, from dairy farms in Wisconsin to strawberry fields in Florida 
and apple orchards in Washington. Begun in 1962 by Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta, Gilbert Padilla, and other early 
organizers, the United Farm Workers of America is the nation’s first enduring and largest farm workers union. The UFW 
continues organizing in major agricultural sectors, chiefly in California. Through a series of marches, national consumer 
boycotts, and fasts, the United Farm Workers union attracted national headlines, gained labor contracts with higher wages 
and improved working conditions, galvanizing the Chicano movement.   The struggle of farm workers for their rights, and 
better wages and living conditions continues today. And now, the United Farm Workers (UFW) union is set to embark on a 
24-day, 335-mile march from Delano to Sacramento to urge Gov. Gavin Newsom to sign the CA Agricultural Labor 
Relations Voting Choice Act (AB 2183) introduced by Assembly member Mark Stone, a Democrat from Santa Cruz, CA. 
that would permit farmworkers to vote from home giving farm workers protection from intimidation in elections to choose 
a union. Farmworkers and their supporters are set to arrive at the state Capitol on Aug. 26, a few days before the legislative 
session draws to a close. The trek kicked off this Wednesday August 3rd at the farm workers historic Forty Acres complex in 
Delano, where the union began 60 years ago in September 1962. It ends at the state Capitol on August 26th. The march 
route traces the path of the historic Cesar Chavez-led 1966 peregrination or march, procession style, that first brought the 
farm workers grievances" which included: exposure to deadly chemicals, inadequate food and shelter, and sexual 



Letters And Politics August 4th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Assassination of Ayman al-Zawahiri, Guantanamo, and the Failure of the War on Terror Guest:  Moustafa Bayoumi  
is a writer, journalist, and a professor at Brooklyn College.  He is the author of How Does It Feel to Be a Problem? Being 
Young and Arab in America , and a co-editor of The Edward Said Reader .  His latest piece in the Nation is Journey to 
Guantánamo: A Week in America’s Notorious Penal Colony .

Letters And Politics August 5th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min An Update on People’s Park & A History of Taiwan and China  Part I. People’s Park  Guest: Harvey Smith is a 
public historian, educator, and part of the People’s Park Historic District Advocacy Group. He is also the author of 
Berkeley and the New Deal.  Part II. A History of Taiwan and China   Guest:  Valerie Hansen is the Stanley 
Woodward Professor of History at Yale University, where she teaches Chinese and world history.  She is the author of 
The Silk Road: A New History and The Open Empire , her latest is The Year 1000: When Explorers Connected the 
World, and Globalization Began .

Letters And Politics August 9th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Real King George III  Guest:  Andrew Roberts is the author of many books including his latest, The Last King of 
America: The Misunderstood Reign of George III.  He is the Roger and Martha Mertz Visiting Fellow at the Hoover 
Institution at Stanford University, chair of the judges of the Gilder Lehrman Military History Prize, and a visiting 
professor in the Department of War Studies at King’s College, London.

Letters And Politics August 16th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Putin: A Biography  Guest: Philip Short has written several definitive biographies including Mao: A Life and Pol Pot: 
Anatomy of a Nightmare. He latest biography is called Putin.

Letters And Politics August 17th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Future of Liz Cheney, the GOP, and the Wyoming Primaries Guests  Rone Tempest was a longtime national and 
foreign correspondent for the Los Angeles Times. In 2004 he was part of a team of reporters to win the Pulitzer Prize for 
coverage of the massive wildfires in Southern California. He is one of the co-founders of WyoFile, an independent, 
public-interest news service in Wyoming. His latest piece on this issue is Does Liz Cheney have a path to victory?  John 
Nichols is the Washington Correspondent for the Nation Magazine.  He is the author of several books including his latest 
Coronavirus Criminals and Pandemic Profiteers: Accountability for Those Who Caused the Crisis.  His latest article in the 
Nation is I Hope Liz Cheney Wins, But I Couldn’t Vote for Her: Cheney is appealing for Democratic crossover votes in 
today’s Wyoming primary, but she’s still a right-wing zealot.

Letters And Politics August 18th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Understanding QAnon and the Conspiracy Theory of Everything  Guest:  Mike Rothschild is a journalist and author of 
The Storm Is Upon Us: How QAnon Became a Movement, Cult, and Conspiracy Theory of Everything .

Letters And Politics August 24th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Jim Thorpe: From Boarding School to Champion  Guest: David Maraniss is an associate editor at The Washington Post 
and a distinguished visiting professor at Vanderbilt University. He has won two Pulitzer Prizes for journalism and was a 
finalist three other times.  Among his bestselling books are biographies of Bill Clinton, Barack Obama, Roberto Clemente, 
and Vince Lombardi, Rome 1960: The Olympics That Changed the World, They Marched into Sunlight (winner of the J. 
Anthony Lucas Prize and Pulitzer Finalist in History), and his latest, Path Lit by Lightning: The Life of Jim Thorpe.

Letters And Politics September 1st  2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Life and Times of Mikhail Gorbachev  Guest:  Ronald Suny is the William H. Sewell Jr. Distinguished University 
Professor of History and Professor of Political Science at the University of Michigan. He is the author of several books 
including, Red Flag Wounded: Stalinism and the Fate of the Soviet Experiment , Stalin: Passage to Revolution , and They 
Can Live in the Desert But Nowhere Else: A History of the Armenian Genocide .

Letters And Politics September 6th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min  An Insurrectionist History of US Labor  Guest: Robert Ovetz discusses his new book, When Workers Shot Back: Class 
Conflict from 1877 to 1921, and covers insurrectionary labor history from the Great Upheaval to the Redneck War. 

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe July 1st 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min The Great Replacement Theory - In this week's show, Prof Wolff discusses the replacement theory's grain of truth amidst 
its mostly ideological function: to save capitalism from criticism. He analyzes why US capitalists deprived so many white, 
male, Christian workers of their jobs, incomes, and social standing over recent decades and why that analysis was largely 
silenced by Cold War taboos since 1945. Were a new US left-labor alliance now to offer that critical-of-capitalism 
alternative, replacement theory's notion of a great conspiracy (largely by Democrats) to replace white, male, Christians 
with "others" would be far less socially influential.

Ecconomics



Sojourner Truth Radio: July 8th 2022 7:00 – 8:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Live coverage of the 2022 Poor People's Campaign Assembly  There are 140 million poor and low-income people in the 
U.S., internationally there are many, many more. Every day, poverty takes an enormous toll on all who experience it. The 
economic and social costs of poverty and the injustices of systemic racism, militarism and ecological devastation are 
unsustainable. Yet billions of dollars continue to be allocated to U.S. involvement in foreign wars and destabilization 
abroad. The U.S. has the wealth to end to these interlocking issues so why why isn't ending poverty a priority for U.S. 
policymakers?   Today on Sojourner Truth, we unpack this reality as we bring you live coverage of the 2022 Poor 
People's Campaign Assembly brought to you by Pacifica Radio.  The Mass Poor People's & Low-Wage Workers' 
Assembly and Moral March on Washington and to the Polls took place in Washington D.C. on June 18, 2022.   In Part 1 
of our series, you will hear live coverage of the Mass Poor People's & Low-Wage Workers' Assembly and Moral March 
on Washington and to the Polls, from a variety of speakers including: Reverend William Barber, writer Phyllis Bennis, 
Reverend Sekinah Hamlin, and you will hear testimonies from poor and low-income people from across the country.  
Tens of thousands of people lined Pennsylvania Avenue and even more watched online as impacted people shared their 
stories involving voting rights, the nation’s failure to respond to COVID, especially among poor communities, workplace 
rights, the need for health care and living wages, and the day-to-day struggle of not having enough money to survive. This 
event brought together generations of people from diverse backgrounds, poor and low-wealth people, state leaders, faith 
communities, moral allies, unions and partner and anchor organizations declaring their ongoing commitment to a moral 
movement to fully address poverty and low wealth from the bottom up.

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe July 8th 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min Swedish Socialism Undone - In this week's show, Prof. Wolff presents updates on SCOTUS decisions, on the chaos of a 
declining capitalism, French elections and a strongly resurging French left, and on the meaning of recent collapse of the 
cryptocurrency markets. In the second half of the show, Wolff interviews Eleanor Goldfield, Swedish-US media activist, 
on why and how Sweden is not socialist.
Poor People's Assembly Coverage  Today on Sojourner Truth, we bring you Part 2 of our coverage of the Mass Poor 
People's & Low-Wage Workers' Assembly and Moral March on Washington and to the Polls that was organized by the 
Poor People's Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival.  The Poor Peoples Campaign is demanding that the "140 
million poor and low-income people in our nation from every race, creed, color, sexuality and place " are no longer 
ignored, dismissed or pushed to the margins of this country's political and social agenda.  The economic and social costs 
of poverty and the injustices of systemic racism, militarism and ecological devastation are unsustainable. The United 
States has the wealth to end these interlocking injustices, so why isn't ending poverty a priority for policy makers? Why 
can millions be found for war and occupation but not extend a program that lifted millions of children out of poverty?   
The welfare rights movement encouraged Dr. Martin Luther King to focus on poverty and months before his 
assassination Dr. King called for the first Poor People's Campaign. By the time he called for the Poor People's Campaign 
Dr. King had evolved far beyond focusing solely on civil rights, to campaigning against the inter-locking injustices of 
racism, poverty and war.   Four years ago, growing out of the Moral Mondays Movement that took hold in the South of 
the US, Rev William Barber the II and Rev Liz Theoharis, a multiracial team restarted the Poor People's Campaign. Their 
focus is what is referred to by the PPC as the pillars of evil, the interlocking injustices: racism, poverty, the war economy, 
ecological devastation and the nations twisted moral narrative. Since then they have grown into a massive movement with 
bases in 43 states across the U.S.  In 2022 that movement came together in Washington DC for a Poor People's & Low-
Wage Workers' Assembly and Moral March on Washington and to the Polls.

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe July 15th 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min Crosscurrents of US Politics - In this week's show, Prof. Wolff talks about the effect of Ukraine sanctions on inflation, 
Musk as economic dictator, Idaho progressives’ impressive gains, and offers a practical response to shootings. In the 
second half of the show, Wolff interviews media host Krystal Ball on US politics.

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe July 22nd 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min Twin Upsurges - Unionizing and Left Politics - In this week's show, Prof Wolff discusses the unionization efforts by 
post-doc medical researchers vote union, central bankers mislead on inflation, rising economic footprint and power of 
BRICS nations, and left victory in Colombia's elections. The second half of the show will feature discussions of the 
relevance of Marx's Labor Theory of value and the French political shift leftward with wide ramifications.

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe July 29th 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min Marianne Williamson on US Politics - In this week's show, Prof. Wolff presents updates on the decline/fall of Boris 
Johnson and the parallels with Trump; the Sri Lanka collapse and its lessons; Match Corp secretly funding sides in 
"culture wars" to keep customers, and the latest from UK's Conservative party. In the second half of the show, Wolff 
talks with Marianne Williamson on the basic social divisions of US politics.

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe August 5th 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min Noam Chomsky on Fragile US Empire - In this week’s show, Prof. Wolff gives updates on US freight workers strike 
preparations; progressives and labor targeting municipal government; Chipotle store-closing to stop unionizing, and 
Occupy Wall Street's "Debt Collective" $5.8 billion student loan forgiveness win. In the second half of the show, Prof. 
Wolff interviews Noam Chomsky on the decline and fragility of the US empire, the role of US military, and the rise of 
fascism as a coping mechanism.



Letters And Politics August 11th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min The Life and Times of Walter F. White & The Inflation Reduction Act  Part I. The Inflation Reduction Act   Guest: 
Robert Pollin is Distinguished University Professor of Economics and Co-Director of the Political Economy Research 
Institute (PERI) at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.   He is author of several books including his latest, Climate 
Crisis and the Global Green New Deal: The Political Economy of Saving the Planet , co-authored with Noam Chomsky.  
Part II. White Lies: The Double Life of Walter F. White and America’s Darkest Secret   Guest: A.J. Baime is the author 
of many books including The Accidental President: Harry S. Truman and the Four Months that Changed the World ; 
 and his latest, White Lies: The Double Life of Walter F. White and America’s Darkest Secret. He is a regular contributor 
to The Wall Street Journal.

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe August 11th 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min The Deepening Fragility of US Power - In this week’s show, Prof. Wolff presents updates on successful unionization at 
Trader Joe’s, lottery tickets as disguised regressive taxation, gasoline inflation brings record profits to big oil companies, 
and pharmaceutical industries' ad campaign to block gov't plan to buy medications in bulk and pass savings onto public. In 
the second half of the show, Wolff interviews Vijay Prashad on his new book with Noam Chomsky on the fragility of 
US global power.

Letters And Politics August 12th 2022 8:00 - 9:00 AM CT TRT 58 Min Marx & Shakespeare In Love: How Shakespeare Influenced Marx & What Marxism Says About ShakespeareGuest: 
Christian A. Smith was an independent researcher and the author of the book Shakespeare’s Influence on Karl Marx: The 
Shakespearean Roots of Marxism.

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe August 18th 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min "Recession - Capitalism's Failure Invites System Change"  In this week's show, Prof. Wolff defines recession and shows 
its relation to inflation and stagflation in their respective roles within capitalism's inherent instability. Rooted in the 
structure of capitalism, recessions represent both costly burdens on employers and employees alike and also strong 
incentives to question, challenge, and go beyond capitalism. The economics profession has been unable to end recessions 
despite centuries of trying. The profession often tries to hide the capitalist roots of recession instead. Wolff concludes with 
how system change might finally "solve" capitalism's intractable instability problem.

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe August 25th 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min "Loneliness - Capitalism's Collateral Damage - In this week’s show, Prof. Wolff presents updates on record 
homelessness in New York City, rapidly rising US household debt as recession looms, Washington retreats from 
globalization to economic nationalism, and 2.2 million in US lacking running water. In the second half of the show, Wolff 
Interviews Dr. Harriet Fraad, mental health counselor, on capitalism's loneliness crisis. 

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe September 1st 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min What is Communism? - This program covers the origins, evolution, and current significance of "communism." After a 
brief history of communism as a utopian ideal of community, we treat Marx's presentation in the Communist Manifesto, 
and then communism's subordination to "socialism" to World War 1. That War changed everything. It split socialists 
everywhere into a Socialist Party and a Communist Party with key differences but also commonalities. When most 
European communist parties collapsed, socialism once again became the only major systemic left position. Yet the utopian 
longings expressed by communism left many on the left dissatisfied with modern socialisms. They searched for a possible 
solution, a new kind of communism located in workplaces organized as democratic, worker-coop. 

Economic Update with Richard Wolfe September 8th 2022 9:00 - 9:30 AM CT TRT 28 Min Record Homelessness Defies US "Solutions" - In this week’s show, Prof. Wolff gives updates on China's changed 
global economic strategy, California's struggle over higher minimum wages, Boston Mayor siding with Starbucks' 
strikers, and “regulatory capture" issue again as Philip Morris hires top FDA tobacco scientist. In the second half of the 
show, Prof. Wolff interviews Rob Robinson, formerly homeless community organizer, on today's record homelessness 
despite decades of programs to "solve" the homelessness crisis.


